
Letter to a little Human
by Jessica Brockmann





Dedicated to all living Beings,  
discovering what it means to be human.





Dear little Soul, a warm, loving hello and a welcome from the bottom 
of my heart to this wonderful world. How beautiful that we are 
fortunate enough to get to know you. Your arrival is a joyous 
occasion, and we are grateful to be a part of your journey.  

Do you know, that you hit the jackpot right at the beginning of your 
life - the jackpot being life itself, my little Soul? You were the first 
one, reaching the warm womb of your mother, and have been 
growing there until now, until you became ready to join us. Isn't that 
a miracle?





Little Soul, this is not the only wondrous thing, that is waiting for you 
- we are surrounded by miracles. You are living now on Planet Earth, 
a massive ball with bubbling heat in its core, developed over millions 
of years into what we call Mother Earth today, our wonderful home 
Planet. 

Our Earth is part of our solar system, which is part of the bright 
milky way. The milky way is a galaxy and consists of plenty of 
planets, twinkling stars, fascinating clouds, vibrant suns, and glowing 
moons. An awesome spectacle within the firmament. And you'll get 
to know our earth moon quite soon, she has eyes, a mouth, and a 
nose - if you look close enough. Our Galaxy is part of the Universe - a 
continuously growing universal intelligence - according to Albert 
Einstein. Who this man is, that's another Story my Dear. 





But you recognize, my little Soul, that we are part of something very 
very big - so big, that it surpasses the imagination of a lot of human 
beings. But honestly, it isn't that complicated. You just have to 
remember, everything is connected to everything and we humans 
have the good fortune to be part of that rich tapestry - life on Mother 
Earth.  

Earth is our home and you won't believe what you can admire and 
marvel at - we are not alone here you must know. We are co-living 
with all kinds of animals, plants, wondrous beings, a million miles of 
coastlines, mountains reaching up all the way to the stars, deserts of 
ice and sand, oceans as far as you can gaze, and our weather,              
so typical and important for all of us. Everything will tell you a 
fascinating story, if you listen into the whispering silence. We call it 
nature and we are part of it - what a gift to be here.





It all remains covert for you until now, but soon my little Soul, soon 
your door will open into this breathtaking world. Maybe you 
question yourself: "What needs to happen for that opening?" Just a 
little bit of patience.  

The Universe, together with your parents gifted some amazing 
capabilities to you. To smell, to taste, to listen, to see, to feel, and 
move on mother earth free from giddiness. Capabilities that enable 
us human beings - yes, you also my little Soul - to make sense of this 
Earth, our world, and to create our own, unique reality. 





All kinds of sensual experiences await you. The enchanting scent of 
your habitat, spices, herbs, plants, your home - nature emits a unique 
fragrance you will never forget. Be curious about the sweet sour 
taste of your first little apple on your tongue. Of the first sound of 
music in your tiny ears, when your parents are singing you to sleep. 
When they accompany you in your dreams, a place of unlimited 
possibilities beyond human imagination and yet real.  

Look forward to that extraordinary moment, when you recognize 
your parents for the first time and see, how they smile at you full of 
love and light. The tingling on your feet, when you dance barefoot 
through dewy fresh grass. And your first little steps, when you slowly 
start discovering our vast and rich world, Mother Earth. Who knows, 
maybe your little feet will carry you one day to the moon and far 
beyond.





Beloved little Soul, our world, the whole Universe is open for you and 
you'll leave your unique traces behind. Maybe you ask yourself, 
"What is this all about - why am I here?" Believe me, little Soul, a lot 
of wise and smart human beings already wondered about it. Twisting 
and turning their head upside down, looking within and outside. 

You'll find your very unique answer to that question, but don't 
ponder it too much, most of the time, an answer appears just when 
you stop searching and start being. There is so much to learn, so 
much to sense, so much to gaze at, be curious and joyful to live life 
fully. And rest assured, you'll never be alone. You've got an amazing 
family tribe around the world, who would do everything in order for 
you to live a fulfilled, exciting, loving life worth living.





One thing, I haven't mentioned so far, beloved Soul. There is 
something very special on Earth, we call it love. Maybe you already 
experienced it, it's the cozy warm sensation in your little body that 
travels through you if you sense the closeness of your mum or curl 
up on the belly of your dad. It is the security, that you feel while you 
discover the world, the trust deep inside you, that encourages you to 
experience, and the comfort, that protects you on your extraordinary 
journey.  

All that is love and so much more. I know your dear parents love you 
from the deepest of their hearts, just as Mother Earth and the 
Universe itself. Sometimes you might feel disconnected, separated, 
experiencing the full spectrum of what it could mean, to be human. 
But little Soul, believe me, this precious feeling of love will carry you 
through your life - wherever you will be - because you carry it 
within. It's the twinkling star, the inner lighthouse, radiating from 
your eyes, your being, illuminating the life you will live.



Here's to a joyful life filled with love!
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Welcome Home.


